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Abstract 
Image classification and segmentation are the two main important parts in the 3D vision 
system of a harvesting robot. Regarding the first part, the vision system aids in the real time 
identification of contaminated areas of the farm based on the damage identified using the 
robot’s camera. To solve the problem of identification, a fast and non-destructive method, 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), is applied to improve the recognition accuracy and 
efficiency of the robot. Initially, a median filter is applied to remove the inherent noise in the 
colored image. SIFT features of the image are then extracted and computed forming a vector, 
which is then quantized into visual words. Finally, the histogram of the frequency of each 
element in the visual vocabulary is created and fed into an SVM classifier, which categorizes 
the mushrooms as either class one or class two. Our preliminary results for image 
classification were promising and the experiments carried out on the data set highlight fast 
computation time and a high rate of accuracy, reaching over 90% using this method, which 
can be employed in real life scenario. 
As pertains to image Segmentation on the other hand, the vision system aids in real time 
identification of mushrooms but a stiff challenge is encountered in robot vision as the 
irregularly spaced mushrooms of uneven sizes often occlude each other due to the nature of 
mushroom growth in the growing environment. We address the issue of mushroom 
segmentation by following a multi-step process; the images are first segmented in HSV color 
space to locate the area of interest and then both the image gradient information from the area 
of interest and Hough transform methods are used to locate the center position and perimeter 
of each individual mushroom in XY plane. Afterwards, the depth map information given by 
Microsoft Kinect is employed to estimate the Z- depth of each individual mushroom, which 
is then being used to measure the distance between the robot end effector and center 
coordinate of each individual mushroom. We tested this algorithm under various 
environmental conditions and our segmentation results indicate this method provides 
sufficient computational speed and accuracy.  
Keywords: Harvesting robot, Vision system, Image classification, Hough transform 
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Chapter 1  
1 Introduction 
 
 
1.1 General Introduction 
1.1.1 Digital Image Processing 
Digital image processing [1] could be explained as a series of features and attribute- 
extraction processes from images in order to detect and analyze individual objects in 
images. Digital image processing can be categorized into two main groups: Image 
analysis and computer vision. Image analysis mostly aims at utilizing different image 
processing techniques such as noise filters to enhance the contrast or quality of the image 
while on the other hand, computer vision concentrates on methods such as learning 
algorithms to make the detected objects in the image understandable or sensible or easier 
for human intelligence to assimilate. There are three levels of computerized processes in 
the field of computer vision and depending on the application, each of them could be 
employed. In this thesis, we mainly concentrate on low and mid-level processes. Low- 
level process in general includes fundamental operations such as image noise filtering 
and enhancements to make the image ready for further processing while mid-level 
process mostly involves image segmentation and classification techniques. In the mid-
level process, the outputs are features and information extracted from input images unlike 
that obtained from the low level process. This extracted data can be widely used to find 
the characteristics of objects in image such as an object’s dimension. 
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1.1.2 Vision Guided Robotic Systems 
Computer vision [2] could be defined as the science of deploying different methods and 
algorithms to take, process and analyze images in order to generate appropriate numerical 
data and information; and there are various mathematical techniques and methods, which 
could be employed appropriately to extract high dimensional data and information from 
images. Computer vision has many applications in industries such as mobile robot 
navigation, controlling processes with industrial robots and quality control to check 
dimension, color and angles of objects. The main concept of vision-guided robotics is to 
design a vision system and control software capable of recognizing and analyzing 
different objects in the image in order to give the robot the accurate coordinate of the 
component. This information can be used by the robot’s controller to guide the robot’s 
mechanical arm to move to the object precisely.  
Vision-guided robots [2] have many advantages over the traditional automation systems. 
One of which is the flexibility and efficiency, which means that many additional 
operations can be integrated to the current task of the robot without the need of adjusting 
the mechanical parts.  A vision-guided robot has two main components; Vision system 
and robotic system. Camera selection is an important task as pertains to the vision 
system. Different applications need different vision systems or different cameras so to 
say, so choosing a camera which can capture images containing useful and discriminant 
features has a high impact on the whole system performance. Depending on the 
application being used, there are five major vision systems: Digital camera, stereo 
camera, Hyperspectral camera, Infrared and Laser scanner. Emphasis will not be put on 
infrared and laser scanner in this thesis. The stereo vision system and digital camera aid 
in real time identification and classification of mushrooms. 
1.1.2.1 Stereo Vision System 
Stereo vision [2] is a technique which aims at determining the depth from two or more 
cameras. In other words, using two or more images of the same scene or objects, stereo 
vision can compute the three dimensional information of each pixel in the image. Using 
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two cameras, it is possible to find the corresponding points in the two images by 
triangulation and then finally extract the depth map of the scene.  
The depth map [2] is equal to the distance from the camera’s sensor to every pixel in the 
image. Stereo vision has a wide range of applications such as robotics, where it is used to 
extract the three dimensional coordinates of each object in the surrounding area of the 
robot to avoid it crashing with obstacles and to guide the robot to the correct path.  
In this thesis, we investigated one of its major applications which is to extract the depth 
of the object in the image and therefore find the X, Y, Z real world coordinates of each 
pixel in millimeters. As the objects in image have different depths, stereo vision 
information could be used to separate overlapping image objects which the robot may 
otherwise not be able to distinguish as a separate object. The robot’s controller is able to 
guide the end effector to reach its object in the environment by finding the Z- depth of the 
object. 
1.1.2.2 Hyperspectral Imaging 
Hyperspectral imaging [3] is a non-destructive technique also known as spectroscopic 
imaging. It deals with the collection of image data in hundreds of contiguous spectral 
bands. In other words, Hyperspectral imaging divides the spectrum into more bands, 
which make it possible to extract a continuous spectrum for each image cell. The number 
of spectral bands imaged simultaneously produces a vast amount of data, which when 
interpreted appropriately can be used in several applications such as quality control. For 
example, in quality control application, to determine the sub-pixel concentrations of 
materials, unknown spectra can be compared against spectral libraries. In this thesis, we 
have proposed a new method that can be used in quality control without the use of 
Hyperspectral camera with the details being expanded in Chapter two and three. 
1.1.3 Machine Learning 
Machine learning [4] is a set of methods for the automated analysis of structure in data. 
In other words, with a given set of large data, machine learning algorithms can be trained 
on the data to create a predictive model which can be employed for a specific task. The 
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learning step can be categorized into two groups; supervised learning and unsupervised 
learning. In supervised learning, the desired output is known while the algorithm is 
trained on labeled data with a class or value. The algorithm then constructs a mapping 
function from the input to the output such that prediction of output labels is made 
possible from unseen inputs. In unsupervised learning on the other hand, the desired 
output is unknown and the data is unlabelled, or put in another way, the values are 
unknown. The objective of unsupervised learning is to construct a structure in the data by 
implementing methods like K-means [39], genetic algorithms and clustering approaches.  
Machine learning algorithms are very widespread and are widely used in vision guided 
robotics as seen in this thesis. In this thesis, machine learning algorithms are used to 
categorize the mushrooms into healthy and unhealthy groups as explained in Chapter 
three. 
1.2 Automated Mushroom Harvesting 
The need to produce higher quality products and reduce production cost is fast becoming 
a concern in the agricultural industry, and a way to solve this problem is to replace 
humans with robots and automated systems because of the inherent advantages like better 
performance, higher accuracy and production efficiency. Harvesting mushrooms has 
always been a major challenge in the agricultural industry because of the sensitivity 
required to pick them. To solve this problem, automation can be used because harvesting 
robots can decrease production cost while increasing efficiency. Robots of this kind have 
existed for over the past few years and they come in a wide variety of mechanisms and 
technologies. Using these robots which are easily adaptable, in that they are capable of 
performing different plans and strategies in harvesting and working under any severe 
environmental conditions and for 24 hours cycle time, has many advantages such as 
increasing production efficiency and market supply of mushrooms while lowering labor 
cost simultaneously [24]. Also the yield directly depends on picker skill and picker 
training takes very long. It should also be mentioned that mushrooms grow 10% by mass 
per hour so 24 hour picks is required to minimize spoilage. 
Designing an accurate vision system capable of identifying and tracking mushrooms is a 
major challenge because of reasons such as irregularities in growth pattern and bad 
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illumination in the growing environment. As such, different agricultural harvesting robots 
need different sensors based on the problem that they might face. For example, a 
mushroom harvesting robot should be able to identify the ripeness and dimension of 
mushrooms as well as the location of each mushroom. This requires the color information 
of each mushroom or its boundary information and a 3D vision system that capable of 
navigating the robot and tracking mushroom locations. In order to successfully navigate 
and track under different environmental conditions, a robust vision based system 
combined with different sensors needs to be employed.  
Picking fresh mushrooms from the environment entails a series of consecutive tasks 
either done by hand or by robot. To design and implement a robust automatic system, 
attention should be paid to three key factors. The first and most important is to create an 
algorithm to locate and identify mushrooms in any size and shape and under any 
environmental condition such as in darkness or when illumination changes.  A three-
dimensional mushroom center location should be calculated to get the position because a 
mushroom harvesting robot should be able to guide its mechanical arm towards each 
individual mushroom in the growing bed, in addition to other features such as radius and 
ripeness. Secondly, defining an accurate path plan to guide the robot through the 
mushroom growing beds is another key factor. Finally, the design of a gripper capable of 
not only grasping the mushroom in a manner such that it does not damage or contaminate 
it or its neighbours but eventually carefully places it into a container is required. 
The mushroom (Agaricus bisporus) crop develops in a series of “flushes” almost weekly 
inside growing beds as shown in the Figure 1.1 Each flush of mushrooms is harvested 
over a period of three to four days where up to four flushes are harvested in each growing 
cycle and the yield of the crop depends on the skill of the picker. As can be seen in the 
figure, since mushrooms grow at irregular rates and intervals, segmentation becomes 
challenging because the mushrooms of different sizes, levels of ripeness and at irregular 
spacing from each other. There is a clear market for the development of a high-speed 
picking machine that can optimize yields from mushroom growing beds using a 
recognition system to identify the right mushroom to pick and a mechatronic system able 
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to pick mushrooms at high-speed while limiting damage, all while working in situ so as 
not to affect the growing environment required for high-density mushroom cultivation. 
 
Figure  1.1: Mushroom growing bed 
There are a number of cues that can be used to identify mushrooms for optimal picking, 
including cap colour, size, texture, shape and temperature. It will also be necessary for 
the picking robot to have the ability to autonomously identify diseased mushrooms that 
need to be quarantined before the entire crop is contaminated. More emphasis is put on 
identifying ripe mushrooms, mushroom recognition and classification in this thesis. 
1.3 Literature Review 
Studies have been carried out over the past years in the areas of fruit segmentation and 
vision systems of automatic harvesters, which are similar to the method used for 
accurately segmenting and recognizing each mushroom and determining the mushrooms 
to be picked by the robotic harvester.   
In this section, methods employed to automate the location and identification of fruits, 
mushroom microbial spoilage detection and mushroom harvesting robots using computer 
vision algorithms will be discussed, with highlights on sensor selection, image processing 
algorithms, characteristics of each method, as well as strategies to identify the fruits.  
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1.3.1 Fruit Harvesting Robots 
Over the past few years, considerable attention has been devoted to the development of 
an advanced robotic system that enables autonomous fruit harvesting. The application of 
an automated system to pick fruits was first proposed and implemented by Parrish and 
Goksel [5]. They used a B/W camera and a filter in their experiment in order to increase 
the contrast between the apple and background. The image was separated using a 
threshold process into bright and dark pixels, and a morphological operation was then 
carried out on the bright pixels to remove the inherent noise and inappropriate details 
from the image. Finally the center point and radius of the apple were taken by calculating 
the difference between the length of each region’s horizontal and vertical extremes. In 
order to measure the dimension of each apple or in general to measure its density, a 
circular window with size computed as the extreme mean value was placed over the 
segmented apple. The region was accepted as a real apple if the user’s defined threshold 
value was smaller than region intensity. 
Another study to detect apples was carried out by Grand Esnon [6] who used a colored 
camera mounted on a robot arm. The color information from the apple’s color was used 
to separate the image’s background from the apples, however his method was not robust 
enough under illumination changes: This was the major drawback of the algorithm as 
false detections caused by illumination differences were possible. A similar study was 
proposed by Rabatel [7], which was based on the analysis of three spectral bands taken 
from three-colored cameras with the help of three different optical filters, which were 
used to create three complementary colored images. Spectral color band information from 
the three spectral bands was taken at 95 nm because it was discovered that apple leaves 
had the same reflectivity, thereby making the system immune to illumination changes. 
However the reported successful recognition rate was only 50%.  
Whittaker [8] further proceeded in the research into automated fruit harvesting using a 
vision system by proposing a new method to identify and locate tomatoes on vines. This 
method was not sensitive to illumination changes and therefore insensitive to the color of 
the tomatoes since it only used the shape information of tomatoes to recognize it. An 
image gradient map and contours of the tomatoes were computed by using Sobel filter on 
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the images taken by a CCD camera. To detect the circular shape of the tomatoes, Hough 
transform was applied and then optimized. This method was highly dependent on user 
parameter selection as users specify the threshold value in the Hough transform method. 
This algorithm was not sensitive to environmental conditions, however the correct 
detection rate was only 60%. The problem responsible for the 40% false detection was 
because of the user’s error in specifying the threshold value and therefore, detecting 
contours of leaves as fruits. Apart from that, this algorithm was also reported to be time 
consuming and not feasible for real time application. As no depth detection sensor was 
used, implying that the distance between the robot arm and the tomato was not known, 
the robot arm had to keeping moving forth and back till it sensed or touched tomatoes.  
Slaughter and Harrell [9] developed a citrus harvesting robot capable of locating and 
recognizing citrus. In their approach, the color information of the RGB image taken from 
the citrus was used to separate it from the background. They used a Bayesian classifier to 
categorize different pixels using the image color information. One important drawback of 
their method is the fact that RGB color space can only be applied on certain types of 
fruits, such as oranges, that are easily distinguishable from background. Their reported 
performance was quite satisfactory, obtaining a 75% correct detection over the total 
visible fruits.  
Grasso and Recce [10] improved on the fruit detection system. They developed an orange 
harvesting robot capable of picking up oranges using a stereo vision system. Two 
different cameras were mounted on the robot end effector to get two views from different 
angles. These two images were used to perform a stereo vision algorithm in order to get 
the location of each fruit. After preprocessing the images, a Hough transform method, 
similar to that used by Whittaker, was performed to find the center coordinate of each 
orange. The authors reported two major problems; first, false detection occurred in cases 
where the oranges were partially occluding each other, and second, a leaf was sometimes 
detected as an orange due to the similarity in colors. A similar robot was developed by 
Ceres [11] to locate oranges but contrary to what Grasso and Recce did, a laser range 
finder was employed to get depth images. Data gotten by the laser combined with fruit 
shape information were used to perform a selective harvesting strategy such that only 
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fruits from a certain dimension (shape information) or certain maturity level (reflectivity 
information) could be harvested.  
Jednipat Moonrinta and his team [12] employed a combination of the feature extraction 
method and the classification algorithm in order to detect fruits and reconstruct a three 
dimensional image for crop mapping. They used a monocular video camera connected to 
a mobile inspection platform to get their image data.  A series of experiments were 
carried out using feature descriptors such as SIFT [13] (Scale Invariant Feature 
Transform) and Harris methods [14], feature classifiers using SVM [15] and 3D 
reconstruction using structure from ellipsoid estimation techniques [17]. 
As shown in Figure 1.2 below, SIFT and SURF [18] methods were used individually to 
extract fruit feature keypoints and descriptors and their results were compared. SVM 
classifier was used to classify the image feature vectors and to detect the fruity part of the 
image. To find the SVM hyper-parameters, a grid search was performed and a cross 
validation method was used to choose the best set of hyper-parameters. Any point not on 
the fruit surface is classified as negative and is ignored while mathematical 
morphological operations are carried out on the remaining points which are on the fruit 
surface, which helped to remove small regions. In order to model the three dimensional 
structure of the fruit’s surface, a three dimensional point cloud estimation method based 
on motion techniques was employed on the image data and finally, the point cloud data 
for each fruit region was modeled and the fruit’s surface was estimated by fitting an 
ellipsoid to the data.  
Although these methods were highly accurate (the authors reported 91% accuracy), the 
weather condition and illumination changes were not put into consideration, and these 
have the tendency to reduce the accuracy of fruit detection.  
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Figure  1.2: Fruit tracking system overview in [12] 
A series of research [19]-[24] has been carried out recently on fruit recognition and 
localization that are all aimed at using a combination of features such as color and shape 
information to distinguish the fruit from the background. A common method used in all 
these experiments is to utilize information taken from image color spaces such as RGB or 
HSV to classify the objects in the image into different regions. For example, cucumber 
identification in green house was the purpose of one study in which the G component of 
the image’s RGB color space was extracted and used as the threshold segmentation 
channel. The remaining pixel regions were removed by mathematical morphological 
operations. Another method applied on the vision system of an apple harvesting robot 
was machine-learning algorithm (SVM) to separate apple from the image background 
and other objects in the scene. It was found that using feature extraction method such as 
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SIFT as well as classification methods such as SVM could increase the apple recognition 
accuracy used in the apple harvesting robot. 
There are three major parts that received attention in all the previous experiments and 
research in the design of a vision system for the automated harvesters. These steps can be 
categorized as follows [24];  
1) Image acquisition methods  
2) Pre-processing to enhance image quality for further actions and  
3) Analyzing the image to detect and extract the object from the image background.  
The sensors that have been used mostly in all the previous experiments were color 
camera, laser and stereo vision system. Some researchers used filter and other image 
enhancement tools to increase the contrast and resolution of the image. Some other 
studies employed laser range finders to measure the distance between the robot’s end 
effector and the object on the scene. Stereo cameras have been used recently in some 
vision systems of robotic harvesters to take the depth map of the scene and compute the 
real world coordinate of the image pixels in order to locate the object in the image.  
The types of the images that have been used in previous studies can be categorized into 
three main groups [24]:  
1) Intensity: a high resolution color camera used to take this kind of image.  
2) Spectral: this kind of image was obtained in cases where a specific wavelength should 
be used in order to get the reflected intensity. Hyperspectral technology was widely used 
in fruit disease detection and to ensure only high quality fruits reach the market.  
3) Depth: Depth maps are mainly used to find the distance between the camera sensor 
and the object in the scene. There are many techniques to obtain the depth of the image. 
The main and major methods are stereo vision system and laser scanner which both are 
able to measure the depth and therefore the distance between the robot mechanical arm 
and the object on the scene. Intensity and spectral methods are only useful in cases where 
12 
 
brightness is high enough to recognize the object features, however shadow is a problem 
for color camera. The effect of shadow on the image can be diminished by using only the 
color information and ignoring the intensity channel of the image. The use of laser 
scanner and infrared camera can solve the problems caused by shadow and illumination 
changes. Moreover the data taken from laser does not suffer from change in illumination 
levels and it can be used to find the depth map of the image and therefore obtain the 3D 
position of the object in the scene which is sent to the robot’s controller.  
The analysis strategies that have been used to process the images can be explained in two 
main categories according to the features extracted from the image [24]: 
1) Local features 
2) Shape features 
1) Local features involve image processing methods which utilize value of the each pixel 
in the image such as color or intensity to decide which part of the image belongs to fruit. 
In other words, pixel values and color components in the image taken by a spectral 
camera is enough to recognize fruits. The color information of the image can be 
particularly extracted by using other color spaces such as H*S*V or L*a*b. Fruit 
recognition and localization based on local features require less processing time and 
simple algorithms can be used. These algorithms have the advantage of being used in real 
time applications when processing time is an important factor. However, illumination 
changes can severely affect the performance of these methods as the threshold or other 
constant values need to be updated early in order to adapt with the new illumination 
condition. 
2) Shape features are based on the methods that analyze region convexities or objects’ 
contours to identify mathematical shapes such as ellipses and circles. Unlike local feature 
techniques, these methods are not affected by illumination changes, as they are 
independent of the image’s color or intensity information so they are more general than 
local feature techniques. However, one of the disadvantages of using this technique is the 
long processing time caused by the mathematical computations, which makes it hard to 
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be employed in real time applications. Unless acceleration hardware is included, these 
methods require increased the processing time. Shape feature base methods have the 
advantage of recognizing fruit regardless of its color or intensity but increase false 
detections. The majority of recent experiments and research used both depth data and 
shape features to create a learning algorithm. The range information is independent of 
color or intensity data and its combination with shape feature based methods obtains 
good results. 
In this section, a series of experiments on designing vision system for fruit automated 
harvesters were reviewed. Three main types of images [24] were used in these 
experiments: Intensity, spectral and depth image taken by color camera, spectral camera 
and stereo respectively. The analyzing and processing steps are highly dependent on the 
type of image that is taken from the crop; as such the type of the image is an influential 
factor on the final results. So the sensors that are used for taking the images have an 
important impact on the performance of the algorithm. Therefore, the appropriate sensor 
needs to be selected in order to take images containing useful and stable information that 
enhances the image analysis and true detection. One of the serious problems that affect 
the segmentation performance of all the previous research is occlusion and the fact that 
fruits or in our case, mushrooms, usually overlapped each other. This overlap can make 
the segmentation problem more challenging by hiding section of shapes. 
1.3.2 Mushroom Harvesting Robots 
A limited number of studies have been performed in the area of mushroom harvesting 
robots [25]-[29]. Researchers at the University of Warwick in collaboration with Silsoe 
Research Institute developed the first robot prototype for mushroom harvesting. This 
robot as shown in Figure 1.3 used a monochrome camera to spot and select mushrooms in 
the growing bed and this camera was fixed approximately 1 meter above the mushroom’s 
growing bed. In order to provide a uniform light level over the growing bed, a 32 W 
fluorescent light was used. 
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Figure  1.3: Mushroom harvesting vision system in [25] 
The intensity information of the image was used to recognize the mushroom’s cap and 
then locate the center coordinate of each individual mushroom. The mushroom’s cap has 
a higher intensity than the mushroom edges and casing layer (background) because it 
serves as a reflector for the overhead lightning system; this helped in locating the X, Y-
center coordinate of each individual mushroom. To find the mushroom’s contour, the 
center position was used as the starting point and the algorithm then searched radially 
looking for pixels with lower intensities than the center point.  The huge gap in pixel 
intensity was considered as a valley between two adjusting mushrooms. A suction cup at 
the end of the robot arm picked the identified mushrooms. The accuracy of this algorithm 
in detecting mushrooms was reported to be 84%.  
A similar prototype was developed by the Centre for Concepts in Mechatronics (CCM) 
[30] in Netherlands with similar suction mechanism. They designed a new gripper that 
required both camera vision and laser beam for effective and accurate recognition of 
mushrooms. Researchers at Zhejiang University in China [31] also developed the 
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theoretical basis for image processing to locate mushrooms in the growing bed. They 
employed boundary information and Fourier transform methods to calculate mushroom 
centroid coordinates, however their algorithm performance was not reported. 
Our research includes both white and brown mushrooms as compared to other researches 
whose emphasis is on white mushrooms. The low contrast between the brown 
mushrooms and the substrate makes our research more challenging. 
1.3.3 Mushroom Microbial Spoilage Detection 
To make sure that only high quality mushrooms reach the market, and to ensure that 
diseased sections of the farm are properly quarantined, an evaluation capability needs to 
be developed as a component of a mushroom harvesting robot vision system. Mushrooms 
cultivated in growing beds, are susceptible to different kinds of diseases. One such 
disease is Pseudomonas tolaasii, a common kind of disease in the mushroom industry and 
the most important bacterium of Agaricus bisporus [32]-[33] which causes some brown 
spots on the mushroom caps. Previous research in the field of microbial damage detection 
of mushroom include the work of Felfoldi and Vizhanyo [34] who tested the potential of 
a machine vision system to recognise and identify brown blotch, which cause 
discoloration in mushroom caps.  
At Dublin Institute of Technology, a non-destructive technique for quality grading of 
mushrooms based on hyperspectral image analysis [35]-[36] was presented using a 
combination of algorithms based on chemometric techniques and image processing 
methods. Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) has recently been introduced as another technique 
that combines imaging and spectroscopy to take the spectral information of an object 
which could be particularly used for food analysis; however HSI has not been used to 
detect damage of microbiological origin in industry. By using Hyperspectral imaging, 
acquiring an image can take from seconds to minutes depending on both the image 
quality and sample size while processing and classification time are largely dependent on 
computer capabilities. In our project, the robot requires image capturing to be taken in a 
few seconds. Therefore Hyperspectral imaging cannot be used in our application. As 
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such, a faster and more efficient method based on machine learning algorithms to detect 
mushroom diseases and classify them was employed. 
1.3.4 Cell Segmentation 
Because of the similarity in the circular shapes of mushroom caps and cell bodies, much 
of the work done in the biomedical imaging community on cell segmentation is relevant 
here. 
A recent study on cell segmentation and cell counting was done by Park and his team 
[37] in which they used a combination of ellipse fitting and watershed methods to detect 
and count each individual cells in a microscopic image. An adaptive nonlinear filter was 
first applied to eliminate the noise from the image. To extract the cell’s boundaries, 
Canny edge detector was used. An ellipse fitting algorithm was applied to each contour 
segment obtained from the Canny edge detector.  The segmented region categorized into 
three groups; not ellipse, single cell and clustered cell. In order to separate the clustered 
cell into individual cells, the Watershed algorithm was applied on the occluded cells.  The 
reported accuracy of 97% showed the strength of this algorithm, however the number of 
input data was unknown.  
Another similar study was carried out by Xiaomin Li and his team [38], which was aimed 
at automatic cell counting and cluster segmentation. In his approach, concavity detection 
and ellipse fitting techniques were tested and demonstrated. First, a pre-processing 
operation was applied on the image to filter and extract the objects contour.  
 
Figure  1.4: Curve searching method in [38] 
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Object edges were grouped into connected components and a curvature based curve 
searching algorithm was performed on each components. As shown in Figure 1.4, the 
main concept of curve searching algorithm was to find inflexions where the edge 
direction changes noticeably.  After curve classification step, an ellipse fitting algorithm 
was applied on the outputted curves. Their experimental results show that this method is 
accurate but is limited by the quality of information gotten from the edges, which is 
directly proportional to the object’s contour data. 
In this Chapter, a complete literature review of experiments on designing vision system 
for fruit automated harvesters, automated mushroom harvesting robot and cell 
segmentation were reviewed. The information taken from previous research in the area of 
fruit segmentation and cell segmentation will be used and a new method to identify and 
locate mushroom as well as microbial damage detection will be proposed. 
1.4 Thesis Contributions 
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows: 
 To present a new method using SIFT and BOW algorithms to detect and identify 
microbial spoilage of mushrooms in a mushroom harvesting robot vision system 
 To develop an evaluation capability using Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a 
component for the mushroom harvesting robot vision system 
 To propose a new method to recognize mushrooms and measure Z-depth 
coordinates of each mushroom in growing beds using a mushroom harvesting 
robot vision system 
 To confirm the feasibility of the proposed methods by MATLAB Image 
Processing Toolbox  
 To investigate the possibility of using infrared and stereo cameras as a piece of 
our vision system to identify grown mushrooms 
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1.5 Thesis Outline 
The thesis is organized as follows: 
 In Chapter Two, the vision system challenges are explained, the approach to 
extract features of images taken from mushroom growing beds is introduced and 
construction of visual words histogram and feature vector are presented. 
 In Chapter Three, the feature vectors that are presented in Chapter two are 
classified using Support Vector Machine, the SVM’s parameter selection 
approach is stated, the experimental work and classification results using Matlab 
software are presented 
 In Chapter Four, the segmentation challenges are explained, the new method to 
recognize mushrooms and locate them in three dimensional coordinate is 
proposed, and the experimental work and segmentation results using Matlab 
software are presented.  
 In Chapter Five, infrared and stereo vision systems are employed to investigate 
the possibility of using both depth information and temperature information of the 
image to enhance the identification strategy. Also, our experimental results using 
an infrared camera are shown. 
 In Chapter Six, the contents of the thesis are summarized, the thesis contributions 
and conclusions are stated, and suggestions are made for future work. 
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Chapter 2  
2 Image Feature Extraction Using SIFT and BOW Algorithms 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
One of the important tasks a vision system of a mushroom harvesting robot carries out is 
the detection of mushroom damage either caused by microbial or mechanical origin 
where mushrooms are classified as either healthy or unhealthy. To solve the problem of 
identification, a fast and non-destructive method, SVM, is applied to improve the 
recognition accuracy and efficiency of the robot. As shown in Figure 2.1 below, a median 
filter is applied to remove the inherent noise in the colored image. After which, the SIFT 
features of the image are extracted and computed to form a vector, which is then 
quantized into visual words. In this Chapter, the proposed feature extraction approach is 
presented which involves using a combination of the SIFT algorithm, construction of 
visual words histogram and finally creating the image feature vector.  
Unlike the other methods (hyperspectral imaging) previously discussed, this method does 
not suffer from the shortcomings like long processing time or high cost.  
 
Figure  2.1: Overview of the classification approach 
In this Chapter, challenges involved in the vision system will be covered, image pre-
processing and image distinctive features extraction will be described, and feature vector 
construction will be covered in detail.  
Input 
Image 
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Median Filter 
Compute 
SIFT Feature 
Vector 
Quantise 
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Visual Words 
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As pertains to mushroom classification on the other hand, the vision system aids in the 
real time identification and classification of mushrooms based on damage identified using 
the robot’s camera. The non-uniformity of light reaching the growing bed must be taken 
into account, as mushrooms do not get the same amount of light, so the classification 
algorithm should not be affected by illumination changes when classifying mushrooms as 
either healthy or unhealthy. The primary objective of the healthy/unhealthy classification 
step is to identify diseased areas of the farm for quarantine in order to safeguard the 
remainder of the crop.  As a result, performance must be fast enough to enable on-line 
use during mushroom harvesting but need not be fast enough to enable closed-loop visual 
servo style control.  
In order to perform the classification algorithm, 240 sample images of mushrooms taken 
by digital camera is used. Our data set contains both healthy and unhealthy mushrooms 
images. In Chapter Three this data set will be used to perform classification algorithm. 
2.2 Image Pre-Processing 
To improve the quality of the acquired images of the proposed method and consequently 
the features extraction step, we used the median filter [39]. The median filter is applied to 
remove the noise from the original image, which included disturbances in the growing 
bed environment. The median filter allows removal of noise without significant blurring 
especially at edges, as the output of the filter is one of input values through the 5×5 
window   size. In other words, there is no reduction in contrast through the window 
  since the output intensity values consists only of those present in neighborhood. The 
Figure 2.2 shows the operation of median filtering using a 5×5 sampling window with the 
border values unchanged. 
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Figure  2.2: Median filter operation 
In median filtering operation, the pixel values in the neighboring 5×5 window are ranked 
by intensity and the median value becomes the new value for the central pixel. 
2.3 Image Feature Extraction 
The SIFT algorithm [13] was used to extract the features from the mushroom images.  
SIFT is an appropriate method for our application because of some imaging challenges 
that are characteristic of the mushroom harvesting problem: the potential presence of 
different kinds of diseases, mushrooms in clusters partially occluding their neighbors, 
illumination change, different backgrounds, environmental noise and different image 
scale. The use of SIFT features can precisely increase the disease identification accuracy 
of the robot since extracted features are completely distinctive for each mushroom image.  
The first step in the SIFT algorithm is to detect stable key points that are invariant with 
different scales of the image using scale space extremes in the difference of Gaussian 
(DoG) functions convolved with the image. A series of DoG images were constructed to 
extract the key points from the mushroom image. DoG image  (     ) can be computed 
by defining the blur image  (       ) which is obtained by the convolution of the image 
I(x, y) with the Gaussian function  (     ) as follows: 
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The filtered original image of mushroom is convolved with Gaussian function and sigma 
  is multiplied   times every process.   
Adjacent images in the scale space are subtracted to create the DoG images. It should be 
noted that once the first pyramid is created the image is resized and a new pyramid for 
the second octave starts to be built.  
For example if the mushroom image dimension is 512   512 then in the first octave all 
images are 512   512. For the second octave the original image is down sampled and 
therefore all images in the second octave are 256   256.  
The key points which have the most information on series of DoG images are gotten by 
the Taylor expansion of the DoG pyramid by locating the extreme points and their scales. 
The extreme points are found by searching and comparing a pixel from the second image 
of the pyramid to its 26 neighbors in the 3×3 region in the upper and lower scale as 
shown in Figure 2.4. This procedure is repeated for second octave after finding the 
maxima in first octave is completed. 
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Figure  2.3: Keypoints detection on DoG Images 
In order to keep the keypoint unaffected by the image rotation, an orientation is assigned 
to each keypoint. An orientation histogram with 36 bins covering 360 degrees is therefore 
created from the gradient orientation of samples extracted in the previous step within an 
area around the keypoint. The gradient magnitude  (   ) and orientation   (   ) are 
calculated as follows: 
 (   )  √( (     )   (     ))
 
  ( (     )   (     ))
 
   (2.1) 
 (   )       
( (    )  (    ))
( (    )  (    ))
     (2.2) 
Locating the highest peak in the orientation histogram and also other local peaks, which 
are 80% of the highest peak, multiple orientations can be assigned to keypoints. The 
aforementioned method computes the location, orientation and scale of SIFT features that 
have been found in the image which respond strongly to corners and intensity gradients. 
As shown in Figure 2.5, after creating the key points, a corresponding SIFT descriptor is 
computed around each key point’s location. In this experiment, a 4 4 descriptor with 8-
orientation histogram is calculated resulting in a vector dimension of 128.   
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Figure  2.4: SIFT descriptor construction in [13] 
2.3.1 SIFT Parameter Selection 
Although the best set of SIFT parameters are given in the SIFT original paper [13], based 
on the image characteristics, some parameters are changed in order to improve the quality 
of the result in this thesis. In fact the SIFT algorithm has a set of parameters which can be 
varied based on the application and image characteristics that are being used.  
 
Table  2.1:The parameters of the SIFT algorithm used in this experiment 
 
 
For example as shown in Table 2.1, the number of octaves being used in this experiment 
is the possible maximum number, in contrast with the original value, 3 which was given 
Value
Maximum
3
1.5
0.5
36
1.5
4
8
16
128
0.2
This determines the Gaussian sigma for orientation assignment
 The height and width of the descriptor histogram array
The number of orientation bins per histogram in descriptor array
The height and width of the descriptor
The dimensions of the feature vector
The threshold on the magnitude of the elements of the descriptor vector
Description
 The number of octaves
 The number of sampled intervals per octave
The sigma value for initial Gaussian smoothing
The assumed Gaussian blur for input image
 The number of bins in histogram for orientation assignment
Orientation sigma factor 
Descriptor histogram width
Descriptor histogram bins 
Descriptor width
Feature vector
Descriptor magnitude threshold
Parameter
Octaves 
Intervals
Sigma 
Initial sigma
Orientation histogram bins
Keypoint 
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by the Lowe’s original algorithm, and the possible maximum number of octaves is 
directly related to the image dimension. Also the sigma value which has an important 
impact on the quality of the result was selected to be 1.5. In our implementation, a sigma 
of S =1.5 is used because after systematic investigation, it was shown to be the best 
balance of runtime performance and classification accuracy 
2.4 Feature Vector Quantization 
The bag of words (BOW) algorithm [40] is a method that indexes local image features. In 
this application, it is used to count the frequency of each visual word and a set of high 
dimensional descriptor vectors can be coded to a number of visual words. Assigning high 
dimensional image features to a specific number of visual vocabularies has an important 
advantage in terms of computational cost, as such this method has many applications in 
object categorization and image classification. The low dimensional feature vector taken 
from bag of words method can be fed as an input vector to the machine-learning 
algorithm either for a supervised or unsupervised image classification. 
In Figure 2.6, the procedure to construct the visual vocabulary and visual words 
histogram are demonstrated. Using this algorithm, the sampled features were clustered. In 
this way, the SIFT feature space is quantized into discrete number of visual words. In 
figure 2.6(a) the black circles illustrate the SIFT feature space and the ellipses on the 
images denote local feature regions. The cluster centers, called the visual word or visual 
vocabulary, was found using the K-means algorithm, where K value in K-means 
clustering algorithm is equivalent to the number of words shown in Figure 2.6(b). Once 
this quantized feature space is constructed, the features of the new given mushroom 
images shown in Figure 2.6(c) can be assigned to visual words by determining which 
cluster center in SIFT feature space the features are closest to. Finally the number of 
visual vocabularies for each image is counted and summarized in bag of word histogram 
demonstrated in Figure 2.6(d). The distance between the input mushroom image 
descriptors and cluster centers in SIFT feature space can be computed using Euclidean 
distance method.  
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The Euclidean distance (D) between two feature vectors P and F in feature space can be 
calculated as follows: 
  (          ) 
  (          ) 
 (   )  √(     )  (      )    (     )  √∑ (     ) 
 
     (2.3) 
Finally a histogram is created that counts the frequency of each visual word in the 
mushroom image. 
 
 
 
 
Figure  2.5: Histogram of visual words construction 
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In our implementation, a vocabulary of V=50 words is used because after systematic 
investigation, it was shown to be the best balance of runtime performance and 
classification accuracy. In K-means clustering algorithm, the number of cluster centers is 
a user-defined value determined by several trials and several experiments in order to get 
the best accuracy.  Finding the precise number of clusters which gives us 100% accuracy 
when the number of clusters is high, however, is impossible.  Chapter Three describes the 
reason for giving highest classification accuracy as 50, which is equal to the number of 
visual words. 
 
Figure  2.6: SVM accuracy versus BOW 
As can be seen in the above Figure 2.7, in our application the SVM accuracy increases 
with the number of visual words. The highest SVM accuracy equal to 88.33% 
corresponds to visual words=50 and after this peak, a change in accuracy is observed. 
Above 50, there is an inverse relation between the number of visual vocabulary and the 
accuracy, that is, the accuracy drops with an increase in the number of visual vocabulary. 
This is understandable that after getting to a peak accuracy of 50 visual words, there is a 
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lack of variety of information in the image, which leads to a fall in the accuracy. In other 
words, the more the number of visual words, the closer the clusters are to each other, 
which imply that the number of wrongly detected mushrooms increase because of the 
similarity between visual words yielding lower accuracy. 
The final feature vector for the mushroom image is a 50-dimension vector, which is as a 
result of counting the frequency of each visual word. If the number of visual words is 50 
then, it means that the dimension of the final feature vector is 50 or a set of high 
dimensional image descriptors are converted to a list of visual numbers. The final feature 
vector or created bag of visual words histogram will be normalized within the range [0, 1] 
and then fed into SVM classifier for further processing. 
2.5 Conclusion 
In this Chapter the image feature clustering challenges were discussed. The mushroom 
images were pre-processed, the high dimensional SIFT feature vectors extracted from the 
images and the advantage of using SIFT algorithm over other algorithms was discussed. 
Also the bag of words method was reviewed and the visual words or cluster centers for 
the image feature space were created. Finally the histogram of frequency of each visual 
word for the mushroom image was constructed and normalized. This final vector will be 
fed into classifier in Chapter three to perform image clustering. 
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3 Application of Support Vector Machine to Detect Microbial 
Spoilage 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
This Chapter explains the development of an SVM-based technique for classifying 
healthy and unhealthy mushrooms using feature vectors extracted from the previous 
Chapter. This approach performs classification using non-invasive data as only captured 
images were used for mushroom clustering. In this Chapter, the SVM-based approach for 
mushroom classification is described, SVM’s parameter selection using 10-fold cross 
validation algorithm is stated and the classification results, experimental works and 
simulation in Matlab software are presented. 
3.2 SVMs Based Classification Approach 
Our proposed mushroom damage detection approach contains both training and detection 
procedure. As shown in Figure 3.1, the normalised histograms of visual words that were 
created in Chapter Two are used to train the classifier with SVMs.  In the detection 
procedure, the image will be classified as either healthy (class one) or unhealthy (class 
two), and SVMs linear and nonlinear kernel functions will be employed to compare the 
results. 
 
 
.  
Figure  3.1: SVMs approach overview 
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Our dataset contains 240 images of both healthy and unhealthy mushrooms. Of the 240 
images, 120 were used for training as a baseline for determining the status of the 
mushrooms while the remaining 120 were used for testing by using SVMs linear and 
nonlinear kernel functions. 
Support vector machine as a supervised learning model is a pattern recognition method, 
which was first proposed, by Vapnik and Cortes in 1995 [15]. Each sample mushroom 
image in our training set contains a feature vector and a known label (either healthy or 
unhealthy).  
The ultimate goal of SVM is to construct a model to predict the label of the mushroom 
testing data based on the information given by the training data. The main task of SVM is 
to detect and utilize complex patterns in data by ranking, classifying or clustering the data 
in high dimensional feature spaces. Furthermore, SVMs attempt to minimize an upper 
bound of the generalization error by maximizing the margin between the isolating 
hyperplane and the data instances.  
The underlying theory behind SVM can be summarized as follows:  
Having a training data set of label pairs (     )          
If        and   {    } , where the notation    denotes the     vector in a data 
set {(      )}   
   and where    is the label associated with   . The object    is called 
examples. 
The SVM can be computed by the following optimization theory: 
                   
 
 
       ∑                    (3.1) 
                    (   (  )   )                  
Where vector W is known as the weight vector and b is called bias. The bias b translates 
the hyperplane away from the origin. The terms      are slack variables that allow an 
example to be in the margin (        , also called a margin error) or to be 
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misclassified (     )  The cost parameter   [16] allows some misclassification in order 
to create a more accurate model that separates the data into two categories. In this 
formula, the nonlinear function   is employed to map the training feature vector    into 
high dimensional feature space in order to provide better classification accuracy. SVM 
includes two different classifiers; linear and nonlinear. For binary separable 
classification, the main concept of SVM is to construct a linear decision boundary or 
plane that divides the feature space into two groups. In nonlinear classification, the main 
goal of SVM is to map the data into a higher dimensional space by using kernel functions 
and then separate the data linearly. When the data are not linearly separable, the 
following kernel functions can be used: 
 Polynomial Kernel Function:   (     )  (        )             
 RBF Kernel Function:  (     )     (          )            
 Sigmoid Kernel Function:  (     )       (         ) 
The kernel function parameters are     and  . 
In this experiment, every mushroom image was pre-processed, feature vectors were 
extracted and then classified based on SVM. On this data set, different kernel functions 
were used to evaluate the detection performance of the SVMs.  Kernel functions can 
improve detection performance at the cost of computational complexity.  It is difficult to 
select the correct kernel for a given application domain. In order to get the best 
classification result, accurate SVM kernel hyper-parameters should first be selected.  
 
3.2.1 SVMs Parameters Selection 
In our experiment, the final feature vector of the mushroom image is extracted after pre-
processing. The training and testing sets are recognized by support vector machine and 
SVMs linear and nonlinear kernel functions were employed and then compared. The 10-
fold cross validation [41] method is employed on the training set to determine the kernel 
hyper-parameters with the best performance (highest classification accuracy). As shown 
in Figure 3.3, the data is divided into 10 parts in 10-fold cross validation. 
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Figure  3.2: 10-Folds Cross Validation 
The training data set of 120 images is divided into 10 equal subsets and the 10-fold cross 
validation algorithm is employed whereby 9 of the subsets are used for training the SVMs 
classifier while the remaining one set is used for validation, and cross validation accuracy 
is then obtained. The process is repeated 10 times so that every one subset is used as a 
test set for validation and the final cross validation accuracy is computed as the average 
of accuracies across all 10 iterations of the process. This average accuracy gives a general 
estimate of what the output error would be.  
Simultaneously, a grid search parameter optimizer algorithm [16] was employed to find 
the best hyper-parameter  ,   and   in which SVM is trained with each points (    ) on 
the grid with both   and   having a range of -10 and 10, which is the largest range of 
hyper-parameters being used. This large range is used iteratively to search the best hyper-
parameters with the highest accuracies and the performance is estimated by using an 
internal cross validation. Changing the range of hyper-parameters first from large to 
medium and finally small gets the range of optimal SVM classifier performance, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.4 - 3.6 with the center point of the next smaller scale being the best 
point of the previous scale. The hyper-parameters that reached the maximum accuracy on 
the grid were chosen for training the SVM classifier. The complexity of the model is 
determined by a combination of both the cost parameter   and kernel parameter  , and 
this explains why the optimal parameter is a range and not a single value.  
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Figure  3.3: Parameters for polynomial Kernel (big scale) 
 
Figure  3.4: Parameters for polynomial Kernel (medium scale) 
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Figure  3.5: Parameters for polynomial Kernel (small scale) 
 
For example as shown in Figure 3.4 - 3.6 the best hyper-Parameters for polynomial 
Kernel functions were            and           which could provide highest cross 
validation accuracy on the training set. Table 3.1 below shows the grid range and the 
corresponding hyper-parameters for each kernel. Each hyper-parameters value is chosen 
from a discretization of an interval. For example -10, 1, 10 for Log   means Log   = -
10, -9 …, 10. 
Table  3.1: Different kernels’ hyperparameters 
Kernel Log   Log   
Best 
Log    
Best 
Log   
d 
RBF kernel -10,1,10 -10,1,10 8 -2 --- 
Polynomial kernel -10,1,10 -10,1,10 4.5 1.5 1,2,3 
Sigmoid kernel -10,1,10 -10,1,10 9.75 -2.75 --- 
Linear  -10,1,10 --- 5 --- --- 
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A set of hyper-parameters was first selected and validation was performed in order to find 
the kernel parameters with lowest output error, then the kernel functions were employed 
on the testing set to evaluate the final classifier. 
As  can be seen in Table 3.2, analysis of the results for the SVMs do not show any bias in 
the direction of either false positives (diseased mushrooms incorrectly identified as 
healthy) or false negatives (healthy mushrooms incorrectly identified as diseased). 
Table  3.2: Confusion matrix  
            Results 
Kernels 
TP+TN FN FP 
Polynomial 112 3 5 
RBF 108 4 8 
Sigmoid 107 3 10 
Linear 106 5 9 
 
3.3 Experimental Results 
The clustering results and running time of different kernel functions are shown in Figure 
3.7 and 3.8 respectively where SVM was used. Although all four kinds have closely 
related running times, linear kernel is the fastest. The running time is a function of the 
number of visual words used: Increasing the number of visual words, leads to higher 
running time as shown in Figure 3.8, where W in visual words method is equivalent to 
the number of K in k-means clustering algorithm. 
The accuracy of classified recognition should be high in all cases so that false 
identification is reduced. Since the objective is to identify diseased regions of the farm 
for quarantine purposes, rather than individual diseased mushrooms, classification 
accuracies for individual mushrooms of 90% are satisfactory. Unlike the linear kernel 
with the shortest running time and lowest recognition rate, the Polynomial SVM function 
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has the best recognition accuracy but the longest running time of all other kernel 
functions.  
 
Figure  3.6: Classification Result  
 
 
Figure  3.7: Classification running time  
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The classification results on the testing set for SVMs linear kernel and the three other 
kernel functions; Polynomial, RBF and Sigmoid are plotted in Figure 3.9 – 3.11, 
respectively, distinguished by different colors per class. In these plots, the vector 
dimension is reduced using Multi-Dimensional Scaling method (MDS) [42] to 2D space 
to enable visualization of the data set. It should be mentioned that MDS was employed to 
demonstrate the dissimilarity data between two classes by using Euclidean distance 
model. In fact the goal of MDS algorithm is to place each sample in 2 dimensional space 
in a way that the distance between samples are preserved as well as possible. We used 
MDS to project high dimensional feature space into the plot. As a result these plots are 
for illustration purposes.  
The samples are classified as either belonging to class 1 of unhealthy mushrooms 
indicated by the orange symbols or class 2 of healthy mushrooms indicated by the red 
symbols. The unfilled circles are the training set and filled color indicates the class label 
for testing set assigned by SVMs. Misclassified samples (FP+FN) are represented by 
circles that have a border color. For example, for the linear kernel, there are 14 circles 
with border color, which is equivalent to the number of false detections according to our 
classifier results shown in Table 3.2. 
 
Figure  3.8: Linear classifier result False detection (border color) 
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Figure  3.9: Polynomial classifier result 
 
 
Figure  3.10: RBF classifier result 
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Figure  3.11: Sigmoid classifier result 
Figure 3.13 – 3.15 show the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve of the three 
kernel functions for testing data set. In this paper, ROC curve is employed in such a way 
that horizontal axes belong to false positive rate (false alarm) and vertical axes show the 
true positive rate (recall).  The true positive rate (TPR) and false negative rate (FPR) can 
be calculated as follows [43]: 
    
  
 
 
  
(     )
        (3.2) 
    
  
 
 
  
(     )
        (3.3) 
The area under the curve (AUC) indicates the performance of our classifier which is high 
for all the kernel functions and it is also higher than the random classifier with a 
performance of 0.5, indicated by the green diagonal line. The ideal classifier is a one 
which generates an ROC curve with AUC=1. Another criterion that can be used to 
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evaluate the overall quality of ROC is EER (equal error rate) [43]. Equal error rate can be 
described as the value which satisfies the function FPR=FNR so lower EER scores are 
better and the minimum is zero.  
 
Figure  3.12: ROC curve for polynomial kernel 
 
 
Figure  3.13: ROC curve for RBF kernel 
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Figure  3.14: ROC curve for sigmoid kernel 
 
3.4 Conclusion 
In this Chapter, a new approach to the mushroom damage detection problem for a 
harvesting robot vision system using SVMs algorithm was proposed. The extracted 
feature vectors from Chapter two were fed into a classifier and different kernel functions 
were employed to compare the classification results.  
The mushrooms were classified into two categories: class one and class two, and the 
clustering was useful for finding the contaminated area of the farm. To validate the 
classifier results, ROC curve was employed as well as MDS technique to visualize both 
the training and testing data set in 2D space.  Our experimental results on both the 
training and testing data set show that our proposed approach performs well using the 
combination of SVMs kernel functions with SIFT and BOW methods. In our application, 
the robot is supposed to find the contaminated area in the mushroom growing bed as such 
an accuracy of more than 90% is desirable. The VLFeat open source library in Matlab 
[44] was used to compute the SIFT features and visual vocabularies.  
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Chapter 4  
4 Segmentation Algorithm for Mushroom Identification 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter, a new method to identify and locate mushrooms in the growing beds is 
proposed. In order to design a vision system capable of identifying and tracking 
mushrooms in the growing beds, the following challenges need to be considered: 
 The overlapping of mushrooms caused by the irregular growth pattern, which 
makes the contour detection more difficult. 
 Mushrooms do not get the same amount of light so the segmentation algorithm 
should be insensitive to illumination changes. 
 The image background contains a lot of irregularities and makes it difficult to 
separate the mushrooms from the background.  
 Mushrooms are located at different angles in the growing bed which makes the 
segmentation task challenging and as such, the robot is supposed to detect the 
inclination and direction of each individual mushroom for pickup. 
In order to separate mushroom caps from the background, color information of the image 
as well as the K-means clustering algorithm were used. Hough transform method was 
used to locate mushrooms in the growing beds such that the gradient information of the 
image was used to locate the center position of the mushroom in the XY plan. To get the 
depth (Z-coordinate) of each pixel in the image, Microsoft Kinect was employed. The 
performance of this algorithm was confirmed by using several images taken from 
mushroom growing beds. The identification algorithm was presented in this Chapter and 
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to ascertain its accuracy, several mushroom images were tested by MATLAB image 
processing toolbox and the segmentation results are presented and discussed. 
4.2 Segmentation Based on HSV Color Space and K-Means 
For this experiment, images were taken under different lighting conditions and locations 
in the mushroom growing bed using an 8-mega pixel digital flash camera in 24-bit RBG 
format. The camera was placed in different orientations; horizontally and vertically and 
the camera’s flash was used for illumination, which made it easier to capture the brown 
color of the mushroom. In Figure 4.1 and 4.2 the RGB image channels are demonstrated 
as an example.  
 
Figure  4.1: RGB channels of sample one 
 
Figure  4.2: RGB channels of sample two 
The image is converted from the RGB color space into the HSV [45] color space because 
the RGB color space does not contain enough information to represent the image 
features. The HSV color space makes decomposition of the image into meaningful parts 
for further analysis easier. 
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Figure  4.3: HSV color space in [45] 
As shown in Figure 4.3, Hue (H) contains 360 degree of rotation and is normalized 
within the range of [0 255] where red, which is the beginning is at an angle of 0. The 
depth of the color can be measured with Saturation (S) whose value ranges from 0 to 255 
while the brightness of the color denoted by Value (V) ranges between 0 to 255 where 0 
corresponds to darkness and 255 represents full brightness. 
 
Figure  4.4: HSV sample image of mushroom 
As shown in Figure 4.4 - 4.6, HSV color space explains colors in a more meaningful way 
in terms of Hue, Saturation and Value than RGB color space. 
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Figure  4.5: HSV channels of sample one 
 
Figure  4.6: HSV channels of sample two 
Since the color information of the mushroom’s caps plays a vital role in this project, HSV 
color space is readily used because it is easier to extract and separate the appropriate 
features from the background of the image, thus providing the necessary information that 
are needed to measure the mushroom’s dimension and locations in XY coordinate space 
of the growing bed. Ignoring the variation in brightness, the number of colors in the 
image can be visually estimated.   
HSV color space was employed for segmentation because it gives the most useful color 
information for mushroom cap separation, in terms of separating the brown colored 
mushroom cap from the background, which is basically composed of black soil, white 
spots and mushroom stipe.  By using the HSV color space, the illumination variation 
problem can also be solved such that non-uniform illumination does not affect the 
segmentation process. 
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The H and S values of each pixel are taken and classified based on K-means [46] 
clustering algorithm because color information of the image exists in the H*S color space 
and these pixel features are clustered and categorized by similarity in colors.  
K-Means clustering algorithm is one of the learning algorithms that can be used to 
categorize a given data set to a specific number of clusters. The main concept of K-
Means is to identify the center point of each cluster of data set that is the point nearest to 
the centroid of that cluster rather than the next cluster. 
Given a   dimensional vector:   (           )                   
Assume   clusters with unknown centers:    (          )          
The task is to identify   groups of data points and assign each point to one of those 
groups so as to minimize the sum of squares distance to the centers in equation 4.1. 
∑ ∑      
 
      
 
                      (4.1) 
 
The algorithm can be summarized in the following steps: 
 Initializing group centroid            arbituarly 
 Assigning each sample of d dimensional vector   to the nearest centroid   
 Recalculating the center points   again once all the samples are assigned to one 
group 
 Iteratively repeat these steps until convergence (center points do not move) 
Although in K-means clustering algorithm, the number of clusters is an input parameter 
and is user defined, the number of clusters is obvious because from the analysis in the 
previous section if we ignore the variation in brightness, the H and S pixel values can 
separate the image into 3 groups. K-means clustering algorithm is started with K=2 and 
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increased till the best clustering result is reached. In our experiment k=3 was chosen 
since the image consists of 3 major colors; white as mushroom stipe, black as nutritional 
substrate soil and brown as mushroom cap. As shown in Figure 4.7 and 4.8 by using K- 
means clustering method, each object in the image is assigned a cluster index.  
 
Figure  4.7: Cluster index for image one 
 
Figure  4.8: Cluster index for image two 
We take the cluster index assigned to the mushroom cap automatically and separate the 
light brown from dark brown by using a threshold as shown in Figure 4.9. The threshold 
value is a user-defined value which was selected automatically using Otsu’s method [47]. 
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Figure  4.9: Intensity histogram of the image 
 
Figure  4.10: Image thresholding 
As it can be seen in Figure 4.10, the result is an image mostly containing the area of 
interest (light brown regions). 
Mathematical morphology was used to reconstruct the image obtained from thresholding 
process because the image was distorted as a result of the process leading to a noisy 
image and a change in the shape of the mushroom cap.  
A disk shaped structuring element of size 10 was used to carry out the opening process, 
which involved the application of erosion followed by a dilation method to remove the 
small objects of the image, and subsequently a disk shaped structuring element of size 2 
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was employed to carry out the closing process involving the application of dilation, 
followed by erosion to fill small holes.  
As it can be seen in Figure 4.11, the small regions are eliminated through the opening 
process. The user based on the required size of mushrooms needed to be picked 
determines the size of the structuring elements, and regions with values beneath the 
specific value were eliminated. 
 
Figure  4.11: Mathematical morphology 
This user- defined value helps to identify only mushrooms that are in an optimal range 
size.  The resulting color image after morphological operations is shown in Figure 4.12. 
 
Figure  4.12: The resulted image (sample one) after morphological operations 
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Figure  4.13: The resulted image (sample two) after morphological operations 
The image boundary (contour) was extracted in order to detect the size and position of 
each individual mushroom in the image. The image contour’s information could be used 
to estimate the number of pixels that exist in each mushroom cap and consequently the 
size of the mushrooms caps. In order to extract image contours, many edge detection 
methods were employed and the results compared. The magnitude of the gradient of the 
image was used as one of the first edge detection methods.  
Gradient [1] of an image points in the direction of the most rapid change in intensity. The 
gradient vector can be created by combining the partial derivative of the image in the 
directions x and y. We can write this as follows:  
    
  
  
 
  
  
              (4.2) 
Also the image gradient direction and gradient magnitude can be computed as follows:                      
        (
  
  
 
  
  
)            (4.3) 
| |  √                      (4.4) 
The result of extracting the gradient of an image for two samples is demonstrated in 
Figure 4.14 and 4.15 where the mushroom edge contour lines have been extracted.  
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Figure  4.14: Contour extraction for sample one 
 
Figure  4.15: Contour extraction for sample two 
The major problem with the edges of the images above is that the edges and borders of 
the mushrooms cannot easily be distinguished when they overlap, which made it hard for 
the edge detection algorithm to detect the mushroom’s border.  
Other edge detection algorithms [1] such as Sobel, Canny and Log were also applied on 
the mushroom images, however, none of those methods could fully extract the contour 
points for mushrooms that are partially visible or the ones that are overlapped. 
Thresholding was also one of the methods that used to separate the connected mushrooms 
thereby extracting their edges. In order to do so, the final segmented color image of 
mushroom was converted to grayscale image and a threshold value was chosen based on 
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the histogram of the grayscale image. The grayscale image was then converted to a 
binary image as shown in Figure 4.16. 
 
Figure  4.16: Binary image converted from grayscale image 
As can be seen in the image above, thresholding cannot be used as a reliable method to 
extract the mushroom edges because of illumination changes and shadow. Mushrooms in 
the binary image format are smaller than the original because of the selected inaccurate 
threshold value. To overcome these difficulties in extracting mushrooms edges, a new 
method is proposed to accurately identify mushrooms and measure their dimensions even 
in case when they are clustered together, and this method will be further explained in the 
next section. 
4.3 Mushroom Size Detection 
As it was previously explained, two of the major challenges in vision system of the 
mushroom harvester are separation of overlapping mushrooms and identification of 
different-sized mushrooms. Different methods like Watershed algorithm [1], threshold 
method, contour base method and feature based segmentation methods have been 
proposed for the harvesting of mushrooms but these methods have failed at detecting 
individual mushrooms clustered together. 
In order to find the XY position of a mushroom in image, the pixels that belong to that 
mushroom have to be identified and the center position (centroid) of those pixels 
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calculated. In cases of clustered mushrooms however, there is no clear way of separating 
pixels that belong to one mushroom from pixels that belong to another.  
An algorithm based on circular Hough transform was used to locate the XY position of 
each individual mushroom in the 2D image because of the circular shape of the 
mushroom cap, and the circular Hough transform [48]-[50] was used because it is the 
most common algorithm to detect circular shapes. In the original implementation of 
circular Hough transform method, features in the image space are mapped to a three 
dimensional parameter space.  
A circle is defined by the following equation: 
(   )  (   )                 (4.5) 
Where   is the radius and (   ) are the center of the circle.  
 
     
   
   
 
         (        ) 
 
The main concept of HT is to transfer each (   ) in this formula into parameter space. 
All the resulting points in parameter space lie on the surface of an inverted right- angled 
cone and the intersection points of these cones are on the circle’s parameters. The three 
dimensional Hough transform method requires a large accumulator array which makes 
implementing this method inefficient in terms of both computer storage and computation 
time. For a more efficient HT implementation, the gradient field information of the image 
should be used [48]. 
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 As shown in the Figure 4.17 this method can be explained in the following steps: 
 
Figure  4.17: Mushroom size detection overview 
 
The first step is to apply a filter on the image to smooth out the small scale irregularities 
along the edges because jagged edges result in false detection as this algorithm is based 
on the gradient field of the input image. It is therefore necessary to make the boundaries 
of the mushrooms smooth so that caps with less rounding can be easily detected. A 5-by-
5 Gaussian filter is used to remove the high frequency components from the input image. 
 
Input Image 
Filter the Input Image 
Gradient field extraction 
of image intensity 
Circular Hough 
Transform 
Applying the LOG Filter 
Thresholding the 
accumulation array 
Detection of Local 
Maxima 
Radius Estimation 
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Then the gradient field of the mushroom image was calculated using the following 
formula: 
  (   )  (     )|  (   )
  ( (   )   (     )  (   )   (     ))       (4.6) 
Where   (   ) is the gradient vector which includes x and y components and  (   ) is 
intensity at (   )  
The vectors that are perpendicular to the mushroom’s edge points must all intersect at the 
mushroom’s center coordinate (centroid). In other words, due to the circular shape of the  
mushroom, all the nonzero gradient vectors in the gradient field cross the centroid of each 
individual mushroom, which can be used to create an accumulation array by mapping the 
gradient field of the mushroom image. This mapping leads to the creation of spots with 
higher intensities in locations the centroid of mushrooms exist. 
An accumulation array with the same dimension as the gradient field was constructed 
using the following steps [49]: 
 For each bin in the accumulation array which lies on the line segment described 
by   (   )   a strength value was added to that bin. 
 The strength value was defined by the gradient magnitude. 
 The length of the line segment was set to be the maximum diameter of the 
mushroom. This value was determined by the user. 
Figure 4.18 shows an example of the construction of the accumulation array. The 
maximum intensity in the accumulation array shows the center coordinate of the circle 
and the next step is to locate the XY positions of the peaks in the accumulation array. 
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Figure  4.18: Construction of the accumulation array in [49] 
The detection procedure of the local peaks or in general center position of mushrooms 
was implemented using the following steps [49]: 
 LoG filter implementation 
One of the problems in locating peaks in the accumulation array is that there are 
some peaks that are very close to each other making separation a difficult task. 
The area between these local peaks needs to be filled with zero in order to 
separate and detect these local peaks individually. The most common filter used 
to perform this task is the Laplacian of Gaussian filter [1]. LoG filter’s response 
in the vicinity of a change in intensity was used to separate the local peaks in an 
accumulation array as LoG computes the second spatial derivative of an image. 
The Laplacian of an image can be calculated as follow: 
 (   )  
   
   
 + 
   
   
           (4.7) 
Where  (   ) is the pixel value and  (   ) is the Laplacian of the image. The 
LoG filter was used to fill the transition area between two peaks in accumulation 
array. 
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 Accumulation array thresholding 
To remove the uniform intensity such as image background, the accumulation 
array was thresholded. 25% percent of the maximum intensity in the accumulation 
array was used as the threshold value. To separate peaks in the accumulation 
array, the local peak’s bins were filled with ones and the other areas in the 
accumulation array were marked with zeros. 
 Detection of isolated regions 
A region growing algorithm [1] was used to detect and isolate different regions in 
the accumulation array. Region growing is a common method in image processing 
which uses the similarities in image pixels to isolate regions in an image. The 
isolated regions in the mushroom’s image were detected and the position of the 
local pick is set to be the intensity weighted center of a region. 
The position of the detected local peaks in the accumulation array was converted into the 
actual positions in the image. The mushroom cap’s area was calculated in pixel with the 
aid of the center position and radius of each individual mushroom. 
Several images were taken from the mushroom growing beds and the maximum radius of 
a mushroom was measured manually. This measured value was used in the Hough 
transform algorithm as the possible maximum radius of the circles. The result for the 
three sample images are demonstrated in Figure 4.19, 4.22 and 4.25. As it can be seen in 
those figures the algorithm works well even for the mushrooms that are overlapped or 
partially occluded. There are only two false detections in figure 4.19 and they are caused 
by the color similarity between an object in the background and the mushroom’s cap. 
 The other issue that severely affects the performance of this algorithm was caused by 
camera flash as shown especially in Figure 4.25 in which some mushrooms could not be 
detected or mistakenly detected.  
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In Figure 4.19 the image contains 31 mushrooms being segmented correctly. The 
processing time was 15.31 seconds for the whole mushrooms being identified so the 
approximate recognition speed is 0.49s for each mushroom with an Intel Core-3 2.4-GHz 
CPU. The accumulation array for circular Hough transform is also demonstrated in 
Figure 4.20 in which local points with more intensity are the center position of each 
individual mushroom.  
Moreover in Figure 4.22 the image contains 31 mushrooms being segmented correctly. 
The processing time was 14.68 seconds for the whole mushrooms being identified so the 
approximate recognition speed is 0.47s for each mushroom with an Intel Core-3 2.4-GHz 
CPU. Also the 3D view of the accumulation array for this image is shown in Figure 4.24. 
As can be seen in this figure even in cases when mushroom shape is less perfect the 
detection algorithm still gives a useful result. 
It should be mentioned that false positives include the mushrooms that were wrongly 
detected by the identification algorithm due to similarity in color between the substrate 
and the mushroom’s caps. Based on the fact that these false detections will not like 
mushrooms in IR images, they can be prevented using a sensor fusion algorithm. 
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Figure  4.19: Segmentation result for first image 
 
Figure  4.20: Accumulation array for first image 
 
Figure  4.21: 3D view of the accumulation array for first image 
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Figure  4.22: Segmentation result for second image 
 
Figure  4.23: Accumulation array for second image 
 
Figure  4.24: 3D view of the accumulation array for second image 
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Figure  4.25: Segmentation result for third image 
 
Figure  4.26: Accumulation array for third image 
 
Figure  4.27: 3D view of the accumulation array for third image 
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4.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, a new approach for identifying brown mushrooms and measuring their 
dimensions was proposed. A set of experiments was carried out to find the best method of 
recognizing the right mushroom to pick up. A new algorithm was developed and the 
segmentation results, experimental works and simulation in Matlab software were 
demonstrated.  
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Chapter 5  
5 Application of Infrared and Stereo Cameras in Mushroom 
Harvesting 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter, infrared and stereo vision systems were employed to study the feasibility 
of using both depth and temperature information of the mushroom images to enhance the 
identification algorithm. Several images are taken using both stereo and infrared cameras 
and the results are demonstrated. 
 
5.2 Image Depth Extraction 
In the previous section, the centroid and the mushroom cap’s area for each mushroom 
were calculated in pixels. A stereo camera was used to investigate the possibility of using 
stereo vision system to calculate the XYZ position of the mushroom‘s centroid and 
mushroom’s cap area in millimeter. The Microsoft Kinect was used to extract the depth 
map of the mushroom image.  
The Microsoft Kinect [51] module provides an interface to the Microsoft Kinect XBOX 
sensor. The sensor is being used mostly for robotics. It can be used to provide a 640 480 
depth map in real time which demonstrates the distance between the objects and the 
sensor. This information is useful for navigation and target distance estimation to the 
sensor. 
Figure 5.1 shows the depth map which was extracted for the image shown in Figure 5.2. 
The depth map information of the image or the distance of the object in the image to the 
robot’s camera can be used as a guide for the robot arm in order to find the position of 
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each mushroom in the growing bed and also distinguish the mushrooms from their 
neighbors. This depth data can be used in order to find the orientation of the mushrooms 
to the substrate and therefore define a 3D model for the mushroom’s cap.  
 
Figure  5.1: Original Image for depth extraction 
 
Figure  5.2: Depth of the mushroom image 
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As it can be seen in Figure 5.3, Simulink can be used to extract in real time, the X, Y and 
Z coordinate of each pixel in millimeter, and this information can be used in computing 
the mushroom cap’s size in millimeter. The Kinect Simulink function was modified in 
such a way that for each axis X, Y and Z of image, a matrix was saved in Matlab 
workspace, that is to say, the X, Y, Z position of each pixel in the image was saved in 
millimeter for further processing. 
 
 
Figure  5.3: Simulink function to extract the XYZ position 
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5.3 Temperature Information 
An important tip to distinguish the mushrooms that are still growing from the ones that 
have stopped growing is the temperature information of the mushroom. As such, an 
infrared camera was employed to investigate the possibility of using thermal images 
features to inform the robot. Several images were taken from the mushroom growing 
beds and the results are shown in Figure 5.4 - 5.8. It is proven that growing mushrooms 
are cooled by an evaporation process because of respiration. When growing stops this 
effect is reduced and temperature rises. Also in order to compare temperature between 
mushrooms, an expert mushroom grower selected ripe and unripe mushrooms from 
samples. 
 
Figure  5.4: Thermal image taken by infrared camera (1) 
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As an example, the temperature difference between the two mushroom caps in Figure 5.5 
is measured and demonstrated. The average temperature in the first area is 18.8 degrees 
Celsius while the second area has an average temperature of 18.6 degree Celsius. This 
noticeable temperature difference between these two mushrooms can be used to inform 
the robot in terms of finding the optimal size mushroom to pick. 
 
   Figure  5.5: Thermal image taken by infrared camera (2) 
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Figure  5.6: Thermal image taken by infrared camera (3) 
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Figure  5.7: Thermal image taken by infrared camera (4) 
In the image above, the temperature difference between two spots are demonstrated in the 
table shown. The temperature for the bigger mushroom is approximately 19.1 degree 
Celsius while the smaller mushroom has the temperature of 19.5 degree Celsius and this 
proves that as a mushroom gets bigger, the temperature reduces. As such, the 
combination of the thermal images of the mushroom and images taken by digital camera 
can be used to develop an algorithm capable of identifying and appropriately picking the 
grown mushrooms.  
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Figure  5.8: Thermal image taken by infrared camera (5) 
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5.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter a sensor fusion based approach based on a number of different non-contact 
sensing modalities such as stereo and infrared systems was investigated.  The mushroom 
image depth map was extracted and our preliminary results showed that Z-depth 
information can be extracted from stereo imagery for use in robot end-effector 
positioning. Finally thermal images indicate that temperature changes throughout the 
growing cycle of a mushroom can be detected by non-contact means and used to identify 
ripe mushrooms. 
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Chapter 6  
6 Conclusion 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter, the contents of the thesis are summarized, the conclusions that have been 
reached in this thesis are presented and the main contributions of the thesis are stated. 
The Chapter concludes by suggesting potential future research studies that can be done 
based on the thesis work. 
6.2 Summary 
The main objective of this thesis was to investigate a sensor-fusion based approach, based 
on a number of different non-contacts sensing modalities such as 2-D and 3-D cameras 
and infrared camera to determine which combination of these inputs can best be used to 
select ripe, full-grown mushrooms and distinguish diseased mushrooms. 
The second objective of this project was to develop algorithms and strategies for 
identifying and classifying mushrooms by a mushroom harvesting robot. The contents of 
this thesis are summarized as follows: 
In Chapter 1, basic fundamental concepts related to computer vision, machine learning, 
stereo vision system and hyperspectral imaging were introduced. Previously proposed 
methods for identifying white mushrooms, microbial spoilage detection, designing vision 
system of fruit harvesting robot were reviewed and the thesis objectives were stated. 
In Chapter 2, a new approach to detect microbial spoilage of mushrooms using a 
combination of SIFT, BoW and SVM was proposed. The mushroom image feature vector 
was extracted and quantized using visual vocabulary algorithm and was then used in 
chapter 3 to feed the SVM classifier. The advantages of using this method over the 
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hypersepctral imaging as an alternative method were explained. The advantages of this 
mushroom diseased area detection method were also stated and they include lower 
processing time and cost. 
In Chapter 3, the final mushroom image feature vector that was extracted in chapter 2 
was used to classify the mushroom into two main categories; healthy or unhealthy, and 
the SVM classifier was used for this. A new Matlab based program was developed to 
detect the contaminated area of the farm and it is employed in on the vision system of 
mushroom harvesting robot. 
In Chapter 4, a new method to identify mushrooms and compute their size was proposed. 
HSV color space and Hough transform methods were mostly used to detect the size of 
mushrooms caps. A stereo camera was employed to measure the Z coordinate of each 
individual mushroom, which was then used to measure the distance between the robot’s 
mechanical arm, and each mushroom. To confirm the feasibility of the proposed 
algorithm, several images taken at the mushroom farm were evaluated using a Matlab 
developed program. 
In Chapter 5, infrared and stereo cameras were employed to investigate the possibility of 
using depth and thermal information of the mushroom images to enhance the 
performance of the identification strategy. 
 
6.3 Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be made based on the results of this thesis: 
i. In order to add the capability of detecting contaminated area of the farm to the 
vision system of the mushroom harvesting robot, SIFT image feature extraction 
method worked efficiently due to its insensitivity to illumination changes. The 
combination of SIFT, BOW and SVM algorithm could provide fast and accurate 
detection of diseased areas on the farm. In our application, the robot was 
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supposed to find contaminated areas in the mushroom growing bed so an accuracy 
of more than 90% was required. 
ii. A sensor fusion based approach based on a number of different sensing modalities 
including digital, stereo and infrared cameras, provided the most useful 
information to accurately perform recognition and classification of mushrooms. 
iii. Mushroom image segmentation was carried out based on the color information of 
the mushroom images taken by a high-resolution camera. The color information 
of the mushroom image is critical to the operation of recognition algorithm. This 
segmentation method provided sufficient computational speed and accuracy. 
iv. The temperature difference between a growing mushroom and one ready for 
harvesting is approximately 0.5 degree Celsius. This information coupled with 
proposed segmentation algorithm could provide a high rate of identification 
accuracy. 
 
6.4 Contributions 
The principal contributions of this thesis are as follows: 
i. A new method to detect the contaminated area of the farm for the vision system of 
the mushroom harvesting robot was proposed and its operation was explained. 
ii. A new method to accurately identify and locate mushrooms in the mushroom 
growing beds was proposed and its operation was explained. 
iii. A new Matlab based program to perform identification and classification of 
mushroom was developed and its feasibility was confirmed by implementing this 
program for several sample images taken from mushroom farm. 
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iv. The possibility of using infrared camera to find the temperature difference 
between growing mushrooms and the ones that have stopped growing was 
investigated and the results were demonstrated.  
 
6.5 Proposal for Future Works 
 
The following suggestions are made for future work: 
i. The segmentation method only works for mushrooms that grow vertically to the 
substrate. For each individual mushroom, an orientation to the substrate needs to 
be computed and sent to the robot controller, so that the robot arm will pick the 
mushroom in the right orientation. In this case, accurate depth information can be 
used to calculate the orientation of mushroom to the mushroom growing bed. 
ii. The thermal images taken by infrared camera need to be registered with high- 
resolution images in order to assign a temperature value to each individual 
mushroom and therefore pick the grown mushrooms. 
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